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1. Geomatics Defined

“Surveying and Mapping” altered by new and
expanding technologies.

Geomatics is a relatively new term that describes this
new and emerging science and technology that brings
together all forms of geospatial data activities.

Geospatial data activities include: collection,
processing, analysis, design and plotting
(presentation).



1. Geomatics Defined

Geomatics is a term used to describe the science and
technology of dealing with earth measurement data.
It includes collection, sorting, management, planning
and design, storage and presentation.

It has applications in all disciplines and professions
that use earth related spatial data. Fore example:
geography, geodesy, infrastructure engineering,
agriculture, natural resources, environment, land
division and registration, project engineering and
mapping, etc.



2. Branches of Geomatics

Data Collection: field surveying, GPS, aerial
photography, remote sensing, etc.

Data Sorting: computer programs to process
measurements and their attribute data. Ex. COGO.

Data Management, planning and design: computer
programs for engineering design, image analysis,
relational database and GIS.

Data Presentation: the use of mapping and other
computer programs, displaying on a screen, paper
from digital plotting devices.



2. Branches of Geomatics

Data is in a digital form (positions and attributes).

Using Modern Information technology IT, Geomatics
brings professionals in different disciplines.
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4. Data Collection

The foundation of Geomatics. Collection of geospatial
data.

Types of geospatial data collected and coordinated:

1. the horizontal position of features.

2. the vertical position (elevation)

3. the attribute data describing the features.

Collection methods: field surveying, GPS, digitization of 
existing maps, satellite imagery analysis, air photo analysis, 
CD or internet downloads.



4. Data Collection

Field surveying : Plane Surveying or Geodetic Surveying .

Equipment: tapes, levels, theodolites, EDM, total stations, etc

Field surveys are described as preliminary surveys, layout
surveys or control surveys and include:

1. topographic surveys 2. hydrographic surveys

3. route surveys 4. property surveys

5. Aerial surveys 6. construction surveys

7. Final “as built” surveys
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Ellipsoid Reference



5. Data Collection Measurement Reference

Geographic Reference



5. Data Collection Measurement Reference

Grid Reference



5. Data Collection Measurement Reference
Vertical Reference



5. Data Collection Measurement Reference

Legal Reference

Regarding to countries and nations (public lands-townships)

Townships are subdivided into sections (USA), lots (Canada)

Sections and lots are also subdivided into real-estate 
developments 



6. Data Sorting                       4

data is collected and transferred to the computer.

Several programs are available to help process the
data.

Data is sorted to locate missing positions using
some programs as COGO.

Data can be sorted into various database
management uses.

Data (coordinated and attributes) can be sorted to
permit the software to develop graphics
instructions for digital plotting.



7. Data Management and Design

Spatial analysis of the collected data using GIS.

Programs take the sorted data and provide
engineering designs, land division design, mapping
designs, spatial and temporal reports.



8. Data Plotting

Data have been captured and rectified, design and
analysis are performed.

Data can be output in the form of plans and maps,
etc

Factors that should be considered when plotting:

coordinate system, scale, plotting control



9. Units of Measurements



10. Accuracy and Precision



11. Sources of Errors      5

Measure a distance several times and compare 

the obtained measurements????

They are not equal and the reason:

The imperfections of the instruments

The fallibility of the human operator

The uncontrollable nature of the environment



Errors always exist in measurements, where:

The error (ei) = the measured value (xi) – the true value (x)

But since the true value can never be determined, we 

can use instead the most probable value (xm). Thus:

ei = xi – xm

Where,



Types of Errors           ف ا��ط�ء	
��   

Blunders (Mistakes) أ�ط�ء ��	�

Random Errors ��وا�	 أ�ط�ء

Systematic Errors 
�ظ� أ�ط�ء�



Blunder Errors (Mistakes)      أ�ط�ء ��	�

caused by human carelessness, fatigue and haste

can be positive or negative, large or small and their
occurrence is unpredictable

recording 43.18 instead of 34.18 and sighting a wrong
target when measuring an observation

Blunders are disastrous if left in the surveying
measurements

must be eliminated by careful work and by using field
procedures that provide checks for blunders



Random Errors        أ�ط�ء ��وا�	

caused by imperfections of the measuring instruments,
the surveyor to make an exact measurement, and the
variations in the environment

can be minimized by using better instruments and
properly designed field procedures and by making
repeated measurements

have small magnitudes

Positive and negative errors of the same magnitude 
occur with the same frequency. Cancel each other

Consider the mean value



Systematic Errors 
ظ��	 أ�ط�ء       

behave according to a particular system or physical law
of nature, which may or may not be known

When the law of occurrence is known, systematic errors
can be calculated and eliminated

always occurs with the same sign and magnitude and is
therefore often referred to as a constant error

Examples: assuming occupy point coordinates, earth 
curvature and temperature or pressure corrections

Correction doesn’t require field re-measurements



Example:

Given 12 measurements of a certain distance, as follows:

٥٨.٨٠ ،٥٨.٧٩ ،٥٨.٧٧ ،٥٨.١٨ ،٥٨.٨٥ ،٥٨.٨٠ ،٥٨.٨٣ ،٥٨.٧٨

  ٥٨.٨٢، ٥٨.٧٩ ،٥٨.٨٢ & ٥٨.٨١

First iteration (n = 12)

= 58.75 m

= ± 0.18 m



Second iteration (n = 11):

xm = 58.81 m       σx = ± 0.02 m      max. error= ± 0.06 m 



Precision and Accuracy

In general, to obtain high precision and high accuracy in 
surveying, the following strategies must be followed:

Follow techniques that will help detect and
eliminate all the blunders.

Eliminate or correct all systematic errors by
frequent calibration and adjustment of the
instruments

Minimize the random errors by using good
instruments and field procedures.



Thank You !!!!


